Abstract: Technological advances over the past several decades have made it possible to develop increasingly cheap but also increasingly capable and autonomous unmanned marine vehicles. Additionally, this makes cooperative approaches to problem-solving a viable strategy in marine applications. This paper takes a look at a control scenario featuring a system consisting of a number of floating robotic platforms designed with long-term functioning in a challenging environment in mind. Decentralised consensus strategies for formation generation and formation keeping are described, with an introduction of modifications such as virtual forces that ensure collision avoidance. The group of vehicles is then placed in a simulated environment and subjected to environmental disturbances in the form of water current. An additional adaptive algorithm is proposed and implemented in the simulation, allowing the vehicles to assume a formation relative to the measured water current that ensures greater energy efficiency by having the vehicles physically shield each other from the current's detrimental effects. Finally, the simulation results are discussed and some directions for further work are suggested.
INTRODUCTION
Over the last two decades, the many advances in the fields of microelectronics, mechanical engineering, control theory, and communication technology have enabled and made more accessible the development of increasingly cheap yet also increasingly capable unmanned marine vehicles. This in turn makes it possible to use groups of these vehicles for purposes of cooperative problem-solving, in scenarios in which an individual robot's capabilities would not be enough to achieve success. In particular, the recognition that a great number of tasks can be performed more efficiently and with a greater degree of robustness by a multi-vehicle system is highly motivating for further work in this direction (Yuh et al. (2011) ), (Soares et al. (2013) ).
A group of vehicles, equipped with different types of sensors and actuators, demonstrates a number of advantages over a system which consists of a single vehicle with more complex and costly equipment. Some of these advantages include an overall increase in computing power, distributed sensing and simultaneous data gathering to cover much larger areas, greater spacial field coverage in general, a higher tolerance to malfunction or failures (asset redunThis work is supported by the European Union, by funding the Project: EU H2020 FET-Proactive project 'subCULTron', no. 640967. dancy), and the possibility of coordinated manipulation of larger objects (Sotzing and Lane (2010) ).
Achieving desired group behaviour demands quality integration of communication protocols, control theory, and decision-making mechanisms. One of the main tasks that a coordinated group of unmanned vehicles should be capable of executing is formation-keeping in an environment with obstacles and disturbances. While control of multi-vehicle systems does add a new layer of complexity and difficulty to the system design and control process, along with raising several communication concerns, and demands challenging control analysis and synthesis due to the complex interactions between vehicles and uncertainty, the previously outlined advantages of using such a system cannot be discounted (Ghabcheloo et al. (2007) ), (Borhaug et al. (2006) ), (Sotzing et al. (2007) ).
The context in which the studied multi-vehicle system operates is the multi-layer underwater robot society and artificial eco-system developed in the Horizon 2020 FET project subCULTron. The aim of this project is achieving long-term autonomy in a learning, self-regulating, selfsustaining underwater society and culture of robots in the high-impact application area of the lagoons surrounding Venice, Italy. The heterogeneous robotic system consists of three separate agent types, with the one of interest here being the surface segment -robotic platforms that represent artificial lily pads (aPads) and which interface with human society, enabling an exchange of both information and energy (subCULTron (2015) ).
Since a key point of the system's operation is longterm autonomy, it is important to ensure the aPads behave in an energy-efficient manner, adapting to changes in their environment even when in a mostly idle state (i.e. not actively performing tasks). The environmental obstacle that is significant in the chosen application area and that this paper thus focuses on overcoming is water current. It represents something the dynamic positioning systems of all working vehicles need to handle on a constant basis, whether during travelling to a new position, keeping an already achieved formation, or in the process of forming a new one. The strength and direction of the current in the lagoon can also change dramatically and quickly, making it an interesting challenge for an adaptive algorithm. The presented problem is well-suited to solving in a cooperative sense, leading to the approach proposed in the paper. The main contribution of this paper is therefore a set of distributed cooperative formation control algorithms implemented on a number of surface marine vehicles, ensuring increased autonomy by way of adapting to disturbances in the environment in order to save energy.
The tested control scenario is as follows: three vehicles hold a fixed-distance triangle formation in a simulated area with a global time-invariant current. Once the adaptive controller is activated, the vehicles exchange current speed and direction information measured via each of their DVL sensors, and the leader of the formation uses the average values of all measurements to determine the orientation of the line formation that will allow the vehicles to best shield each other from the current's effects by providing a physical barrier. Once the decision has been made, the vehicles will move into the new fixed-distance line formation.
Section 2 focuses on the realisation of the formation control algorithm, providing basic preliminaries for modelling information flow within the system, outlining the application of consensus strategies in order to achieve desired formation control, and detailing the approach to collision avoidance. The tested three-vehicle formation control scenario and implemented adaptive algorithm are described in Section 3. Section 4 includes an overview of results achieved in a simulated marine environment. Finally, some conclusions are drawn and several directions for further work are outlined.
CONSENSUS-BASED FORMATION CONTROL

Background and preliminaries
Information exchange between the vehicles is modelled using directed and undirected graphs (Ren (2006) ). Both graphs are comprised of a pair (N, ε), where N represents a finite set of nodes and ε ∈ N 2 represents edges that connect each pair of nodes. In directed graphs, edges are ordered, and in undirected graphs, edges are unordered.
A directed graph is called strongly connected if there is a directed path from every node to every other node. An undirected graph is called connected if there is a path between any distinct pair of nodes. The adjacency matrix of a graph, A = [a ij ], is defined as a ii = 0 and a ij > 0 if (i, j) element ε where i = j. It represents the flow of information between the nodes of the graph, where a ij > 0 if node i receives information from node j and 0 otherwise.
Formation control based on consensus strategies
The motivation of using formation control based on consensus strategies is decentralized computation, with the possible drawback being a necessity of vehicles communicating with each other in order to exchange position information. A decentralised approach also means that tolerance to control failure is increased.
In order to achieve information consensus, the following consensus algorithm from (Ren (2004) ) is used:
where i represents one vehicle, ξ i ∈ R n , ζ i ∈ R n , g ii = 0, g ij > 0 if vehicle i receives information from vehicle j and 0 if it doesn't, and k ij > 0. Here ξ and ζ represent generic values on which the algorithm is run and which are to be regulated, and the relationship between them is:
With such an algorithm, the goal is to achieve that ζ i → ζ j , ∀(i, j) as t → +∞. In the proposed system, all surface vehicles move in a plane, so it is safe to assume that n = 2. Vehicle speed ν i = [u, v] T corresponds with ξ i , and position η i = [x, y] T corresponds with ζ i . This gives the consensus algorithm in the following form:
The consensus algorithm, as it is now written, achieves that η i → η j , ∀(i, j) as t → +∞. Equation (3) needs to be modified in order to make it possible to achieve a desired formation in two-dimensional space.
The proposed solution for achieving desired formation assignment is given in the form of the following matrices:
where N is size of the formation and
T is the desired distance from vehicle i to vehicle j.
Notable characteristics of this way of describing formations are: d ii = 0, d ij = −d ji , meaning that writing the entire matrix becomes redundant, since all necessary information is contained in the upper or lower triangle of the matrix.
Applying this solution to the algorithm from equation (3), the following formation control algorithm can be proposed:
With this modification,
Formation Control with Collision Avoidance
Virtual Force During formation creation, vehicle positions can overlap since the algorithm as currently described doesn't implement any collision avoidance measures. Position overlapping in multi-vehicle systems is very hazardous and can cause equipment damage. To guarantee safety and proper vehicle operation, a modification of the virtual force concept introduced in (Li et al. (2012) ) is applied.
Virtual force, as described in (Li et al. (2012) ), is a function describing adjacent agents' distances and convergence at a certain preset distance. In other words, the virtual force function between two vehicles attracts them if the distance becomes greater, and repels them if the distance becomes lesser than a preset distance value. Since the goal is collision avoidance, vehicles should only repel when the distance between them is in a potentially dangerous zone. Thus, the mathematical expression suggested in (Li et al. (2012) ) has been adjusted to fit the proposed scenario.
The modified mathematical expression is:
where ∆F i is the sum of virtual forces between vehicle i and other vehicles in its formation, k r and k δ are regulation parameters, r ji is the Euclidean distance between vehicle j and i, r d is the radius of the repelling zone around the vehicle, and n ji is the normalized vector which points from vehicle i to vehicle j, the mathematical expression of which is:
Collision avoidance algorithm Finally, the proposed formation control consensus algorithm (4) and the collision avoidance algorithm based on introducing a repelling virtual force from equation (5) need to be merged. The resulting algorithm is as follows:
Implementing this control algorithm on each vehicle of the multi-vehicle system achieves formation generation and formation-keeping without any physical collisions between vehicles.
CONTROL SCENARIO
The main principle behind the proposed cooperative adaptive algorithm is to conserve energy by having one vehicle take the brunt of the current, positioning all vehicles in a line formation behind the designated "frontline" vehicle. This designation is applied differently depending on desired results of the adaptive behaviour: vehicles can take turns being in the front, but in most cases the frontline vehicle is chosen based on current battery levels -the vehicle with the most power remaining will move to the front and shield the others.
By breaking up the flow of the water, as can for example be seen in Figure 1 , the force present on each vehicle -and the force against which the dynamic positioning system of each consecutive vehicle has to work -is reduced, thus conserving power while the vehicles are "idle".
For the purposes of the control algorithm and quick decision-making on the vehicle's part regarding finding the optimal formation for all vehicles to assume, the area affected by the frontline vehicle's effect on the current forces behind it is modelled using a simple two-dimensional quadratic function with the gradual current force weakening function applied over it (Figure 2) . In other words, current speed behind a vehicle in the direction of the flow is multiplied by a weakening factor. The end goal is to ensure that each of the vehicles in the eventual line formation land in this desired area described by the vehicle immediately in front of them, in order to minimise the current forces that directly affect them. As this is performed, all inter-vehicle distance parameters and limits as described in the collision-avoidance algorithm must be maintained.
RESULTS
The results of the simulation experiments are shown in Figures 3, 4 , 5, 6, and 7. A video of the simulated scenario is available online at https://www.youtube.com/watch? v=vfzu3nxhKG4.
Adaptive formation decision-making is centralised on one vehicle (i.e. in this particular implementation, one aPad is the designated formation "leader"), while the lower-level formation control algorithms are completely decentralised, as previously described.
The initial state of the multi-vehicle system includes all three currently operating vehicles in a fixed-distance triangle formation within the simulated "lagoon" while passively monitoring the environment. A global time-invariant current is applied to the observed area. The adaptive controller is activated 10 seconds into the experiment. Upon estimating the speed and direction of the current using the on-board DVL sensor present on each vehicle, the vehicles will report their measurements to the leader, who then uses their average to determine the most efficient orientation of the line formation. Once the leader has made available its decision, all vehicles will begin to assume the agreedupon fixed-distance line formation. Figure 3 shows the two endpoint formations realised in the simulator software, while Figure 4 shows a plot of the three vehicles' respective trajectories during the formation change. Figure 6 offers a closer look at the final resting state, the "idle" state during which the most of the power conservation is made apparent. Results clearly show a promising decrease in forces applied to each consecutive vehicle once the line formation has been achieved, which, viewed through a control lens, promises not only reduced overall power consumption, but also less thruster/motor stress, contributing to the overall longevity of the system. Figure 7 compares distances between vehicles assuming a formation with and without collision avoidance. Vehicle 3, shown in blue, is the "frontline" vehicle, and is clearly bearing the brunt of the current force. Fig. 7 . Distance between each of the three vehicles without (top) and with (bottom) collision avoidance using virtual force. When collision avoidance is off, the control algorithm doesn't monitor the distance between vehicles at all. When it is turned on, a repelling force will exist between vehicles when they are within the set repelling radius of 1.3 metres of each other. As a consequence, the distance between vehicles has a firm lower limit, as visible in the bottom image, ensuring collision avoidance.
CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a solution for cooperative formation generation and formation keeping of marine multi-vehicle systems for the purposes of conserving energy during long-term autonomous operation of a system consisting of floating robotic surface platforms.
A basic consensus strategy, including decentralised computing of control signals which increases the entire system's fault tolerance, is modified in a way that allows simple assignment of a desired formation. Since this consensus algorithm doesn't initially have any collision avoidance measures, the concept of virtual force is introduced to ensure vehicles are repelled from one another whenever the distance between them becomes lesser than a preset value. The strength of this force can be additionally adjusted to guarantee no collision during formation keeping or forming, and represents a segment of the approach that can be subject to further improvement in the future.
Implementing a control paradigm that uses all this to have a group of vehicles assume a formation in response to measured water current speed and direction in the vehicles' immediate environment achieves a conservation of power by allowing the vehicles to use each other as a shield against this environmental disturbance.
The implementation described in this paper makes use of a highly simplified and generalised current weakening approximation function. As part of the continued development of the algorithm, detailed modelling of turbulence behind each vehicle will be undertaken using openFOAM software. Including a more realistic and detailed description of water behaviour around the vehicles will ensure the simulated results have a much higher degree of fidelity. This will allow for additional algorithm refinement by including optimisation of variable inter-vehicle distances in place of the currently used fixed-distance formationkeeping, and will provide more reliability and relevance for the experiments on real vehicles that will follow.
The effects of limited and unreliable communication or noisy channels on the algorithm's accuracy and effectiveness are another planned area of further exploration before practical experiments are undertaken, as communicationdeficient environments are a reality in marine operations.
